Adobe Photoshop 5.0 Tools and Key Strokes for Mr. Melon Head Project
Marquee
Use to crop the melon with square marquee.
Use Circle (elliptical) Marquee to lift the blueberry off.

Blueberry sizing, hold down the mouse and the space bar to size the selection correctly

And Space Bar
Regular Lasso
Magnetic Lasso*
*Click and release mouse button, like connect the dots.
Control key-Left mouse
Alternate Key-Left Mouse
Use to duplicate the blueberry and drag one copy for the other eye on the carrot slice
Hold down shift+alternate keys to drag a copy of the eye (blueberry on a carrot)

Select the elliptical marquee for the Kiwi fruit to use as a mouth
Click VIEW>Hide Edges to temporarily hide the edges to avoid distraction
Magic Wand Tool
Double click
Use for Pear selection (Nose)
Default is 32, set to 50
Pear Selection
Hold down the Shift key and click the unselected areas of the pear.
Always Choose SELECT>deselect and Save after each step
Bow Tie Selection
Using the Straight and freehand Lasso

To select the right edge, Hold the Alternate Key down and release the mouse,

Begin outlining with short straight lines by clicking along the edge
When you reach the bottom of the right corner, do not release the mouse button. Release the
alternate key. Now drag to the left. Repeat this process for all sides.
Bowtie Pasta
Hold down the Control Key and the mouse button and drag the finished selection to the
Melon as a bowtie

File>Save
The Mushroom Hat
Select the Lasso tool
Including the stem and some of the outer area.
With the Mushroom selected: Hold down the Shift key, (plus + sign)
Drag the lasso around the area you want to remove. Repeat the process until you are
finished.
The Grapefruit Ears
Using the Magnetic Lasso

Double click the hand tool to fit the image on the screen
Grapefruit Ear
Hold down the Control key
Smoothing the edges
Anti-aliasing-softens the color transition between the edge pixels and background pixels.
Specific anti-aliasing before use the tool. (Lasso, polygon lasso, magnetic lasso, elliptical
marquee and magic wand tools)
Turning the ear around
Choose EDIT>Free Transform
Make a copy by using Shift-Alt and drag a copy to the other side of the face
Free transform the ear and rotate
You are done…Crop and finish

Crop Square

Click Image, Crop
Hold Mouse button down
If you release the spacebar but hold the
mouse down the image will not remain the
same and will stretch.
Hold down mouse button until done.
Reconnect to start point on both lasso tools.
Move object
Move and duplicate function to put a second
blueberry on a carrot slice.
Place the eye on the other side of the head.
Use the Control key-and move the marquee
selected area, do not deselect so you can
adjust with arrows keys.
Hold down the Shift Key and the arrow key

Set tolerance in the Magic Wand Options
Palette
Click the magic want anywhere inside the
pear. Most will be selected.
A plus sign appears meaning you have added
to the selection

Select the ZOOM tool and enlarge 300%

Deselect

Zoom tool to 300%
Draw a rough outline around the mushroom
To subtract any area hold down the Alternate
key and the Mouse button.
Chose View>fit on screen

Set an outline around the red fleshy area of
the grapefruit. Double click to close the path.

Double click the tool to display the options
palette.
File>Save

A bounding box appears.
Choose Edit>Transform>Flip Horizontal to
spin the ear around to the other side.
Congratulations!

Create NEW file to place object in, color the file first for
background
Creates a layer for each lily and multiple images as long
as the alternate key is held down
Eye Placement
Minor adjustments can be made using the arrow keys,
which move the mouth one or 10 pixels at a time.
Return to normal, Click VIEW>show edges

When the Pear is completely selected Hold down the
Control Key and mouse button and drag .

Start at the top left hand corner of the bowtie pasta and
use a freehand lasso to draw around the round portions.

Grapefruit Ear

Position the pointer outside a corner and drag to rotate
the ear
EDIT

